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By Lee De Veau
Kesey Square is the only downtown public space where people
can congregate 24/7. Occupy Eugene has been working to keep this
space accessible to all the people all the time for over two years.
If we allow the City to impose a curfew as some City Councilors
would like, or if we allow the food cart owners to behave as if they
are renting the entire square, the public loses. The most recent
skirmishes in the struggle to keep Kesey Square accessible to all
involved books and clowns.
It began with a June 17 event organized by Art and Scotty of
Occupy Library, a public
reading in Kesey Square
of “Ulysses” in honor of
Bloomsday. After all it is a
public square and one of its
purposes is as a performance
space. Apparently, the food
cart vendor from Taylor’s
Chuck Wagon who rents
space in the square, thought
otherwise, and called the
police to report that Occupy
Library was trespassing
on his rented space. Well
the police did show up and
they did threaten to cite the
Occupiers for trespass if
they didn’t leave, but after
Photos by Lee De Veau
the Occupiers pointed out
Ambrose reads to Ken Kesey after
their right to be in a public
some clowning in Kesey Square.
square, the police left to do
some research. The police returned a bit later to inform all parties
that indeed the public does have the right to be in a public square
and they couldn’t find a map identifying exactly how much space
the renters were renting. A few days later, in the Facebook chatter,
Mayor Piercy wrote that the food cart vendors are aware that everyone is welcome in Kesey Square. Round 1 goes to Occupy.
Next, Ambrose decided that Kesey Square was in need of a
clown performance, so on June 27 he showed up with bubbles,
juggling balls and lots of whipped cream for some pie in the face
“therapy.” The food carts were already shut down for the day so we
don’t know what they would have said about it, but the police clearly thought they needed to be monitoring the situation because they
had an EPD sergeant posted across the street (who didn’t return
my smile) and a big honking SUV type EPD vehicle parked next to

the square. I guess EPD thinks you just can’t be too careful when
a clown performs in a public square which has performance as
one of its uses. Anyway, Ambrose clowned around, got some folks
to give him some “pie therapy,” blew some bubbles and juggled
some balls. Vickie N, some folks hanging around and I laughed and
clapped,
and the
Sergeant
got into his
big vehicle
and left
(before
us). Oh,
please EPD
waste some
more of our
taxpayer
money.
Round 2
goes to Oc- Ambrose helps a woman relax with some pie therapy.
cupy.
That weekend on Facebook, Sabra posted that someone told her
that EPD had said he couldn’t sell the jewelry he made in the downtown area without a vendors license from Saturday Market. Well
that brought a posting from Alley that she had already challenged
that in Municipal Court back in 2011, and won. The court ruled
that vendors selling their art in public is constitutionally protected
free speech. Mayor Piercy (and I respect her for this) got engaged
in a long
Facebook
thread
about it
and finally
wrote she
would ask
the city
attorney
for clarification.
Round 3
goes to
Occupy.
The
Art, Occupy Librarian, holds a book sale at Kesey
coup d’état Square.
See Kesey, p. 3

Integrating the Homeless and Addicted
By Jack Dresser
After psychoanalysis identified the
childhood origins of most adult psychological problems early in the 20th century, it
seemed sensible to nip problems in the bud
through a national network of child guidance clinics. But successful treatment of
children often had an unexpected consequence: increased psychological distress
in one or more other family members. This
suggested a fixed amount of psychic pain
in each family that operates like a hydraulic
system; as pain decreases in one member, it
shifts to another with no net pain decrease
in the system.
A new treatment model emerged: family
therapy to identify and alleviate the pain
source in the family. The child was seen as
the "IP" (identified patient), the family’s
entry ticket to treatment. The IP is typically
scapegoated as a receptacle for family anger
and anxieties.
As a political psychologist, I see larger,
more complex social systems following essentially the same patterns, and employing
the same mechanisms. Capitalism creates

economic stratification, and our country
self-medication.
has the most unequally distributed GNP in
Dr. Gabor Maté of Vancouver, B.C., has
the world. As the Bernie Madoffs, Joaquin
developed and tested a treatment model for
Guzmans, corporate economic predators,
addictive disorders that challenges this culand corrupt political leaders create systemic tural script. He proposes that the addicted,
pain and reap personal comfort and prestige, the homeless, and the chronically unempeople with addictions, psychological disorders, or membership in devalued groups are
considered community problems. They become our scapegoats and bear the symptoms of
our narcissistic society.
Veterans suffering PTSD
from the horrors of illegal wars
are heavily represented among
our homeless and substancedependent. We have the largest
per capita prison population in
the world, and 60% of our prisoners are functionally illiterate.
Photo by Colin Askey
Over half the people in U.S.
Jonathan Orr, shown here with Liz Evans, overcame his
federal prisons are imprisoned
substance abuse problems after receiving an old Raleigh
for drug offenses, largely re10-speed and learning to repair the bike with the help of
flecting desperate psychological PHS Community Services Society. He is now working on

W

creating a bike-share program.

See Homeless p. 3

elcome to the new issue of Occupy Eugene’s newsletter! We hope you enjoy our articles and find a place to join Occupy Eugene in our efforts to bring about our vision. If you are looking for a way to get involved please visit
http://occupyeugenemedia.org/volunteer/
www.occupyeugenemedia.org

Label GMOs: Genetically
Modified Organisms

GMO Controversy

By David Ivan Piccioni
Genetically modified organisms are crops whose genes have been modified in a laboratory; they qualify both as biocides (life killers) and food under FDA rules.
Some are resistant to herbicides like 2,4-D (a component of Agent Orange defoliant),
triazines and Round Up, while others are pesticide producing. This means that poisons produced can't be washed off because they are produced following instructions from the DNA
blueprint. These instructions on production are carried by RNA (ribonucleic acid) from the
nuclei to the rest of the cell and organism for metabolism.
With genetic engineering, we have let loose on the planet a never before encountered
danger. Because GMOs can reproduce, their seeds and pollen drifts all around the globe and
diverse local ecosystems and the livelihoods of local organic and other non-GMO farmers’
are threatened by their thoughtless neighbors. These genetic engineering marketing victims
become dependent on chemicals and patented seeds. It is illegal for them to save these
seeds for the next crop. Terminator or suicide gene technology was developed so that crops
cannot produce and farmers cannot save seeds, but a worldwide UN-imposed moratorium
was placed on this technology in 2000 in response to broad international protests; however,
the moratorium is now threatened by pressure from large Brazilian land-owners.
Organic crop growers are sued (often successfully) by multinational companies for
violating their patents when exposed unintentionally to GMO pollen and seeds. This affects
food sovereignty; the main profits don't go to the farmers but to the big-ag companies that
now own intellectual property rights to genes - the software of life.
Pesticides, herbicides and fungicides were designed to kill undesired plants and animals
but they also destroy all other beneficial organisms, including pollinators. This also negatively affects other crops that may be desired later since these type of poisons don't know
when to stop killing our living soil, effectively causing desertification. Their runoff into
rivers and sewers pollutes fresh water and the oceans alike.
Agricultural chemicals are widely promoted and used by public and private parties
because of the power exerted by our government which provides subsidies for them in
response to the lobbying by companies like Monsanto, Dow, DuPont and their subsidiaries.
Protect our right to know what we are eating by participating in our democracy and supporting GMO labeling.
For more information on GMO-modified food, watch The Future of Food: What
Every Person Should Know with Deborah Garcia at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XPFk4S1Q6vo
or Genetic Roulette at http://vimeo.com/65527710

By Scotty Perry
I feel the Occupier's coverage of the GMO discussion has been unbalanced. The issue
of GMOs is vast and complex, yet the articles published thus far emphasize the perspective
that biotechnology is categorically something to be feared. I would like to suggest that the
discussion be broadened to wider debate. I want a healthy planet and a safe, sustainable
food supply. However, I believe the characterization of Monsanto and biotechnology as
nefarious entities goes overboard and simply does not stand up to honest skeptical inquiry.
In some cases, the inflammatory comments undermine activism efforts and, in my opinion,
reflect poorly on progressive politics and have caused me enough concern to research the
issue in order to understand it better.
I have discovered that as I dig deeper into the allegations, the expression of perspectives opposed to GMOs often have these argumentative flaws: 1) They are often based on
faulty or fabricated evidence; 2) They reflect a kernel of truth presented out of context in
a misleading way; or 3) They illustrate a legitimate concern, but one that has absolutely
no exclusive relevance to GMO technology but is rather equally appropriate to non-GMO
agriculture (conventional or organic) such as the problems of factory farming in general, or
on a larger level still, concerns about the nature of predatory capitalism as a whole.
Each of these sub-topics would take an entire column to discuss and they have been
addressed at length online in forums. However, I am hoping we can facilitate some public,
in-person community discussion about this, and to that end I wonder if the Occupier would
be amenable to co-hosting an ongoing investigational series of articles in tandem with community forums on the subject.
I am not a scientist, but in matters of science, I defer to those who are. I encourage
readers to reach outside of their activist circles and ask folks they know personally who are
employed in the field of science what they think of GMOs. Worldwide scientific consensus
on GMO safety approaches the same overwhelming level to which the scientific opinion
also substantiates the idea of Anthropogenic Global Warming. So, I cannot find substantiated grounds for denigrating scientists and scientific foundations as being "sold out to
Big Ag" in order to rationalize away the fact that they do not concur with the anti-GMO
rhetoric: if we scorn science for telling us something just because it goes against preconceived ideas that have been presented to and/or adopted by us, then we really have no leg to
stand on when it inevitably becomes imperative that we cite science to confront the equally
misguided climate-change deniers.
This is a vast and complex subject, encompassing several scientific and economic
disciplines. Nonetheless, it is a subject that we need to thoroughly research if we are going
to form any sort of collective opinion on it. If we end up joining a campaign that could
ultimately do nothing other than drive up profits for Whole Foods while simultaneously
increasing food insecurity at home and abroad solely because of unsubstantiated fears and
Groupthink dynamics, then I am hard pressed to think of anything that could be more "unOccupy."
I refer interested parties to three Facebook groups for civil and constructive discourse
on this topic: internationally, the "GMO Skepti-forum" is a veritable wealth of reliable
information. Statewide, the "Oregon GMO Information Network" is helpful with regard
to issues closer to home. And lastly, my own local "GMOs: Separating the Hybrid Wheat
from the Rhetorical Chaff" has seen a recent influx of participants who are all making great
strides toward helping our community dissect this issue together.

Editorial Disclaimer

Even this odd-looking fish is urging labeling of GMOs.
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Goodbye MUPTE
By Michael Adams
MUPTE is best described as tax breaks for businesses that bring development to cities.
For the city of Eugene, this is mostly associated with student housing, for example, the
Capstone project. Most people will remember that PeaceHealth Medical Group closed its
doors in early January 2010, after a longstanding place in our town’s history and that Capstone was approved for MUPTE on May 9, 2012.
Just two years later, Eugene is struggling to address a budget gap of $3 million. In its
efforts to find ways to close this gap, the city of Eugene is making some drastic cuts to essential programs and listening to the big “elephants in the room.” Of such programs getting
cuts, the one getting the most attention at the moment is public bathrooms because they are
being closed. This forces people to walk extra distances to find a place to use the bathroom
(provided that if it’s a business, the owner doesn’t have a customer only policy). It also
forces some people to use the bushes or go in plain sight.
I bring these program references up because if we hadn’t made use of MUPTE, we
would not be facing a budget gap of $3 million. Capstone could have built here without the
help of MUPTE.
Lastly, as we are saying goodbye to MUPTE, let us also tell council that the remodel
of the City Hall building is not necessary. That’s another bad use of funding, and doesn’t it
seem like they are putting themselves before their city by ensuring that is not taken off this
year’s budget?

Occupy Eugene
Newsletter Staff

This issue of the Eugene Occupier is brought to you through
the collaboration of Catherine
Siskron, Christina Bellini, Jack
Dresser, Graham Lewis, David
Ivan Piccioni, Ralph Bitter,
Vickie Nelson, and the many
participants and committees of
Occupy Eugene.
Reader Feedback and Comments: We welcome your

comments, suggestions, and
feedback, as well as content and
financial contributions for our
newsletter. E-mail us at newsletter@occupyeugenemedia.org
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The Occupy Movement opposes control of the people by multinational banks and corporations that destroy local autonomy and shrink our range of individual choices in virtually every area of life, including our food supply. We don’t trust Monsanto or other biotech
giants to have the health of humans at the heart of their work anymore than insurance or
pharmaceutical companies do. But one of our long-time Occupiers, has written a critique
of our coverage of GMOs, and we publish it here with respect for him and for the principle
of free speech. Scotty Perey is a local musician and activist. He is a co-founding member
of the Occupy Eugene Library & Education Committee, but expresses his views here as an
individual.

Occupy Eugene on the Web

Web site: http://occupyeugenemedia.org/ Provides information about activities and upcoming events.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/375775672475381/ Used by our communications committee to promote actions and other events.
Twitter: @occupyeugene
Occupy Medical blog: http://occupymedics.wordpress.
com/
Occupy Medical on Facebook: https://www.facebook.
com/groups/434111789971743/

Contact Occupy Eugene
541-525-0130
P.O. Box 744, Eugene, OR 97402
www.occupyeugenemedia.org
We are a nonviolent, non-partisan, social-political movement for accountability and responsibility in government. We stand in solidarity with
Occupy Movements around the globe and all people who will no longer sit back and watch corporate and special interests run their Government,
and spoil the living Earth. For we, the people, are the government.
It is time to turn away from a culture of war and domination, and create a living economy which operates in harmony with our living planet.
We must begin by opening our hearts to those the present system would discard and push into the shadows, because we believe that, in our United
States, it’s we the people who are sovereign- not global corporations.
We have come together to create a community that expresses our common needs, to organize, network, and participate in solutions and to
remind one another that, as a society, we have unfinished business in our pursuit of social and economic justice.
Note: This excerpt has been approved by the OE General Assembly. You can find Occupy Eugene’s complete vision statement at http://occupyeugene.net/vision.
www.occupyeugenemedia.org

Update: Occupy Eugene’s Suit Against the Feds
By Graham Lewis
On Thursday, June 19, 2014, a hearing was held in the continuing saga of Occupy
Eugene’s suit against the U.S. Government. Represented by attorneys Lauren Regan of the
Civil Liberties Defense Center and Marianne Dugan, the plaintiffs – Brave Beatrice (aka
Emily Semple) and Terrill Purvis – cited evidence that the Feds have treated OE unfairly.
Says, Beatrice, “I was arrested July 11, 2012 and December 27, 2012 with Terry at the Old
Fed. We are suing the feds for infringing on our first amendment right to assembly and free
speech at Old Fed at any time.”
Before Beatrice’s July 11, 2012 arrest, OE activists had been holding a protest at the
Old Fed since May 1, 2012. They had begun with a 60-day permit that allowed them to be
there 24/7, but that permit had expired. The GSA then offered a new permit that would allow protesters to be there only Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. When OE
objected, GSA officials widened the window to 7:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m. Occupy Eugene
refused the new permit.
Evidence shows that throughout every action, Beatrice, Terry, and all other protesters conducted negotiations with GSA personnel in a respectful manner and kept the plaza
clean. They did not hinder, in any way, anyone from entering or exiting the building.
On June 19 the court heard the second set of oral arguments in this suit. Lauren Regan
has graciously given The Occupier access to her legal brief, which states that with regard to
a series of protests at the Old Fed, the government’s denial of OE’s permit renewal is “final
agency action and is unconstitutional, and therefore arbitrary, capricious, and not in accord
with the law.”
The brief continues, “OE appealed the decision [to set new time limits], but GSA
denied the appeal on July 23, 2012, reiterating the main reason the application was denied
was because it sought to maintain a 24-hour presence at the Federal Plaza. GSA cited their
interest in preserving the plaza for use by the general public, and maintaining an aesthetically pleasing area,” but did not cite how OE's use of the plaza substantially interfered with
those interests.
Regan argued that “Protesters other than OE have used the Plaza continuously for the
last 7 months without a permit or eviction, and arguably, there has not been a reduction
in the ability of the GSA to maintain its interests . . . Although Defendants had indicated

that the ‘policies had changed’ with regard to Occupy protests, no such policy changes are
found within the administrative record in this case. Perhaps the policies are merely arbitrary
rules imposed by decision-makers with broad discretion to grant or deny peoples’ First
Amendment rights. The GSA did not publish this post-Occupy rule change in the Federal
Register, nor did they provide for notice and comment to the public regarding changes
to the permitting scheme for public assemblies upon federal property, as required by the
APA.” Therefore, it is not a valid regulation.
Abundant legal precedent backs up OE’s claim that the government cannot legally
“change its mind” regarding the established limitations it has already set. In other words,
“plaintiffs have standing and are entitled to judicial review [in this lawsuit] under general
[governmental] provision. . . There is nothing in the record to support the regulatory limitations placed upon the days and hours the public is permitted to assemble and exercise their
First Amendment rights at [what has become a] traditional public forum.”
GSA officers did admit that certain regulations and limitations have been changed
because of problems with other Occupy groups around the country. However, the officers
have not been able to show that local Eugene protesters in any way abused their right to
assemble at the Old Fed plaza. “The idea that [any] people could not show up outside a
U.S. court,” writes Lauren in her brief, “to protest a controversial decision at the time it
was made without first waiting up to 10 days for GSA permission is an affront to the First
Amendment.” Moreover, the government or its representatives cannot legally deny anyone
the right to assemble and exercise free speech when that denial is based on the content being voiced or the identity of the speakers.
“We were representing all issues at the Fed,” says Beatrice. “Our suit is about the right
to be on the Old Fed plaza at any time with anyone and to speak freely on any issue. DHS
prevented me from doing so at times that I felt were critical to my messages' effectiveness.”
Judge Michael McShane listened to testimony from both sides with a congenial expression. In the final moments of this hearing, the Defendants’ attorney was claiming that the
GSA officers never demonstrated force or animosity toward protesters. Interjected Judge
McShane, “Except that they made an arrest.” He is expected to issue a written response
soon.

Oregonians Can Demand GMO Labeling in November
By Jack Dresser
The signature-gathering petition drive for a November
ballot measure requiring GMO labeling has succeeded, generating over 150,000 signatures in about five weeks. Oregon
voters will get to decide whether foods that contain genetically modified ingredients must be labeled. The threatened
biotech industry and its stable of scientists will now launch
an aggressive attack to deny Oregonians both the right to
know which foods have been genetically modified and the
right to choose not to buy or eat such food.
One predictable assertion will be that food costs will
increase if GMO labeling is required. According to Scott
Faver, former VP of the Grocery Manufacturers Association, there will be no additional cost for new labels, as companies “frequently change labels anyways." And since 64
other countries require labeling, labels are already needed
for most of our export markets.
Voters can expect ad hominem attacks on opponents,
efforts to discredit the research of opponents, ridicule of
opposing arguments, evasion of documented ecological and
economic consequences, and distractions from the single issue: mandatory labeling to assure consumers’ right to know
if foods contain GMOs.
Voters can also expect a flurry of proclamations that
fear of GMOs is mindless hysteria and that an overwhelming scientific consensus declares GMOs perfectly safe. The
word “science” will appear as an implicitly capitalized,
sacred absolute. Unlike cosmological absolutes, however,
science is a human, economic activity that requires lots of
money. The international biotech industry, which has lots of
money, knows this full well.
Regrettably, tiis field of science lost its innocence in
1998 with Novartis/Syngenta's $25 million grant to UC
Berkeley's Plant and Microbial Biology Department,

launching an industry funding takeover of this field with
most research faculty now working simultaneously for the
industry and their universities. Private industry has effective
control of the research agendas and scholarly publications
of the “scientific” story used to justify launching products
upon the public.
Scientific studies are typically narrow in focus, and
unsurprisingly, industry-supported research has amassed
a large body of published peer-reviewed research without
finding evidence of health risks. This is because, in the
words of Claire Hope Cummings in her comprehensive
analysis of the GMO issue, Uncertain Peril, the industry
"has not looked for any evidence either.” Why would a private company fund research programs that might endanger
their markets and even their entire business model? Had
the biotech industry been able to demonstrate non-toxicity
in life-span feeding studies, would it not have done so and
presented such findings with much fanfare? Instead, it has
carefully avoided such studies.
This corrupt business-science relationship has been
concealed behind implied purity of “scientific” findings.
For example, the OSU research program on tree biotechnology, headed by Prof. Steve Strauss, who recently did a
pro-GMO Oregon lecture tour to oppose the ballot measures in Jackson and Josephine counties, is funded by Dow
AgroSciences. Dr. Strauss disingenuously denied receiving
support for his Oregon tour and failed to candidly disclose
this principal source of his research funding.
Attracting grant money to one's university leads to
academic promotion and competitive advantages in the
academic marketplace, as well as substantial consulting
income. Comfortable livelihoods as well as the corporate
interests of Monsanto et al. are now threatened, inevitably

Kesey from p. 1
came shortly thereafter on July 1 when Art and Steve with his grandson, showed up at
Kesey with a table and chairs for people to sit and put a blanket on the ground with books
for sale. No cops in sight, not a peep of an objection from the food cart vendors, a couple of
red caps hanging around but not making trouble. By then we had gotten, through a public
records request, a copy of the lease between the food cart vendors and Saturday Market and
Homeless from p. 1
ployed have unseen causes for difficulties typically rooted
in traumatic early childhood disruptions in parental “attunement” and attachment or even maternal stress hormones
during pregnancy (Maté, Gabor. Scattered. Plume, 2000).
These involve hard-wired or early-wired neural circuits,
factors far outside their control. He suggests non-judgmental decriminalization of drugs, medically supervised habit
maintenance and harm-reduction programs rather than
insistence on “cure” and “abstinence,” which may not be
realistic or even necessary.
Maté has founded a pioneering non-profit program,
the Portland Hotel Society (PHS). From modest beginnings over two decades ago, PHS has grown to include
five rehabilitated old hotels and a clinic not unlike Occupy
Medical, with North America’s first supervised injection
site. Its objective is to provide “a system of safety and caring to marginalized and stigmatized people,” rescuing them

compromising scientific integrity as seen in the shameful Seralini episode described in the last Eugene Occupier
issue. (http://occupyeugenemedia.org/newsletter/currentoen/)
Scientists worldwide in many fields were outraged
by the politically motivated attack on this study and the
journal's initial cave-in. To the credit of the honest scientific
community in defiance of industry-orchestrated censorship,
the Seralini study has been peer-reviewed for a third time
and re-published in the journal Environmental Sciences
Europe. The re-publication included the raw data and a description by the research team of the campaign to pressure
journal retraction.
To draw a comparison, I am a behavioral research
scientist who completed four research studies on alcohol
harm reduction funded by grants from the the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA), the
NIH institute that is concerned with alcohol studies for the
public good and which is supported by public funding. I
had no direction from the NIAAA on research objectives,
methodology or expected outcomes. Had I accepted funding
from Anheuser-Busch or Seagrams, how credible would my
research findings and professional reputation be?
If GMO technology with its profound international
impacts is to be pursued any further, much more basic
research by scientists who are completely independent of
the biotech industry will be necessary. Research should
include the impact of GMOs on ecosystems and economies
worldwide, as well as on the health of our entire planet.
Until then, I will personally choose to avoid GMO products and, like all other consumers, I have the right to know
where they hide.

in reading it Art discovered that actually it is the food cart vendors who are obligated to
make room for other “dedicated” users. You mean like the public? Round 4 goes to Occupy.
We won. We re-established that the public has a right to be in Kesey Square and to be an
“unregulated” vendor downtown. Whose square? Our square! The people’s square!

from the “streets of displacement and buildings of exclusion” (Maté, Gabor. In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts. North
Atlantic Books, 2010).
The program “accepts people as they are” without “expectation of socially respectable outcomes,” recognizing an
unconditional right of all people to basic care. For society,
this model also lowers numerous medical, law enforcement,
and criminal justice costs. It’s a win-win.
We must recognize the addicted as citizens with equal
rights who have had no voice in the system that has failed
them. Who has launched the wars that have destroyed so
many young bodies and psyches? Who established affluence as a measure of worth? Who designed the educational
system that fails so many? Who established the banking
system that saddles citizens with crushing debt? Who established the taxation system benefiting the few rather than the
many?
www.occupyeugenemedia.org

And who blocks pragmatic, common sense systems
such as the Portland Hotel Society? Our prison-industrial
complex feeds $2 billion annually to over 100 private
prisons motivated to maintain full capacity and without
incentive to rehabilitate their involuntary guests. Law enforcement has received some 75% of War on Drugs funding
with less than 15% to treatment and 5% to prevention. U.S.
“low intensity warfare” agencies (CIA, USAID, DEA) have
colluded with drug cartels, established drug distribution
networks, and used the illegal drug trade money for off-thebooks covert operations.
The powerful profit while the helpless pay and blame
themselves.
Thanks to Mariah Leung for suggesting and helping
with this story. She captured the essence perfectly when testifying to support Whoville before the Eugene City Council,
reciting the song lyrics, "There but for fortune go you or I."
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Oregon Celebr

Celebrating Pride

Scenes from the Portland

By Larry Leverone
The Christopher Street Gay Liberation parade on June 28, 1970 was held on the first
anniversary of the Stonewall uprising in New York City. It was the start of annual parades
around the world that try to remind us of the importance of freedom and equality
“Gay Pride” refers to a worldwide movement and philosophy asserting that lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) individuals should be proud of their sexual orientation
and gender identity. LGBT pride advocates work for equal rights and benefits for LGBT
people.The movement has three main premises: that people should be proud of their sexual
preference and gender identity, that sexual diversity is a gift, and that sexual orientation and
gender identity are inherent and cannot be intentionally altered.” (See http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Pride#LGBT_pride)
Portland, Oregon, celebrated PRIDE with a rollicking parade starting at 11 a.m. on
Sunday, June 15, lasting close to three hours and involving a wide spectrum of people and
organizations. Oregon’s June rain did not dampen the joyful spirit of the crowd and celebrations preceded and followed the parade at a crowded festival along Portland’s beautiful
waterfront.
Pride Northwest’s mission is “to encourage and celebrate the positive diversity of the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans communities and to assist in the education of all people
through the development of activities that showcase the history, accomplishments and
talents of these communities. (pridenw.org)”
Eugene, Oregon, will celebrate PRIDE with a festival in Alton Baker Park along the
Willamette River on Saturday, Aug. 9, 2014 from noon to 7 p.m. See www.eugenepride.org
for more details.
I encourage all members of the wonderful community of Lane County to attend.

The Sophia Christi Community walks behind its banner in Portland’s Pride Parade.

Senator Jeff Merkley rides in the Portland Pride Parade.

Even Chase gets into the act in Portland’s Pride Parade.
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The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence add some color to Portland’s Pride Parade.

Legally Wed in Lane County at Last:
Bruce Carlson and Matt Friday

By Catherine Siskron
On Monday, May 19, 2014, the ban on marriage for same-sex couples in Oregon was
struck down by a federal judge, and gay couples began marrying immediately. Matt Friday
and Bruce Carlson were the first same-sex couple in Lane County to marry following that
decision.
Matt and Bruce have been together for 28 years. The two men come from different
backgrounds and have different personal histories.
Bruce comes from a large family with an Italian mother and a father of Northern European descent. In high school Bruce played football, served as senior class president and
edited the yearbook. However, all that changed at UCLA where, after a party-hearty term of
academic probation, he dropped out and was immediately drafted into the Army. Stationed
in Germany from 1964 to 1966, Bruce found an old Volkswagen bug and toured Europe
whenever he could. When his tour of service ended, he returned to the U.S. and entered
California State University, Sacramento, where he became president of Theta Chi fraternity,
received a BA in journalism, and wrote for the Sacramento Bee. He returned to school

The newlyweds share a kiss.

for a teaching credential and, eventually, a master’s degree. After teaching school for five
years, he moved to San Francisco in the mid-70s, attracted to the city’s gay subculture and
found a job at Gump’s, an upscale retail store that was considered the place for a casual
career. The job dovetailed with Bruce’s interest in exploring—and celebrating—gay life in
the city.
Matt’s background couldn’t be more different. The oldest of three boys, he grew up
in an unstable home with an abusive father who had been diagnosed with schizophrenia
(a catch-all diagnosis at the time). Both parents were also alcoholics who suffered from
depression. During his elementary and highschool years, Matt attended 11 schools in five
states and spent time living with family friends and in foster homes, and was hospitalized
twice for several weeks because of his father’s abuse.
From an early age, he had wanted to be a diplomat—to be a part of solving larger problems, traveling and speaking foreign languages. The summer before turning 16, he became
involved in summer programs for migrant families, first in Florida’s Project Self-Help for
Migrant Families and later, after moving to California, in a Head Start program serving migrant and immigrant families in the Salinas Valley. While the intent of these programs was
to educate, integrate and mainstream migrant and/or immigrant children and families in the
American culture, Matt found purposefully like-minded people as well; the experience was
to prove pivotal.
In the fall of 1967, Matt hitchhiked across the country from St. Petersburg, Florida, to
join the counterculture in the Haight-Ashbury. And, unlike Bruce, who did not question
the draft, Matt became a non-cooperator during the Vietnam War, maintaining that position
until President Carter’s 1974 general amnesty.
After trips back and forth across the country, and to Mexico, Canada and Hawaii,
searching for the “perfect” home, Matt settled on the Monterey Peninsula where, at the age
of 21, he decided it was time to help form the kind of community he wanted to live in. It
would, finally, become home for him.
Moving forward 15 years to the evening of the day after Valentine’s Day 1986, Bruce
and Matt met at a gay bar in Monterey. Both knew right away that this was it; here was
the man with whom each wanted to share his life. That said, joining their lives would offer some adjustments. Bruce agreed to leave San Francisco and move to Pacific Grove.
Because Bruce didn’t drink, Matt (deeply pleased and relieved to find a partner who didn’t)
immediately quit, so alcohol wouldn’t be a part of their relationship.
Over three decades, their love, goodwill, and affection for each other has been extended
to families, friends, and shared communities. Both say that their relationship, the family
members, friends, and the issues in which they’ve played a part have formed how they see
each other, changing both of them appreciatively and gently over the years, when asked
Photo by Taylor Wilder/Emerald Media Group
what the freedom to marry legally meant to them.
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Sharing the Bounty: A
 vant Gardeners
By Karen Moore

Photo by Jennefer Harper
The Avant-Gardeners’ giveaway of healthy organic starts on
Sundays at the Park Blocks proved very popular.

The Eugene Avant-Gardeners came together in December of 2013 with a common interest in creating local solutions to global problems of food safety and food security.
The group felt that these problems — from the instability of massive mono-cultures in industrial agriculture to
the dangers of heavy pesticide use on our people and our
environment to the precariousness of a system that relies on
declining fossil fuel supplies to feed a global population —
are not being adequately addressed by our government and
the powers-that-be.
This past spring, Avant-Gardeners started to implement

their solutions in the Eugene-Springfield area. They assisted
in gardens at dozens of private residences, participating
in the preparation, planting, and maintenance of gardens
intended to produce food for the people. They have also
provided support for existing sites, including non-profits
such as Food For Lane County at the Grassroots Garden
on Coburg and the Springfield Youth Farm, and permaculture sites such as Dharmalaya and Vistara. While the
Avant Gardeners have done most of this work using the
work-party model, where work-parties are listed publicly
online and open to anyone who wishes to participate, they
have also held educational classes including a hydroponics
workshop, a fruit-tree pruning class, and a talk on “Respecting the Earth.”
In addition, the Avant-Gardeners provided significant
volunteer support for the 2014 Spring Propagation Fair,
which hosted free educational talks and workshops and distributed hundreds of fruit tree cuttings (scions) and vegetable seeds. The Avant-Gardeners have also held giveaways
of plant starts at the Occupy Medical Clinic (Sundays from
Noon to 4 p.m. at the Park Blocks on 8th and Oak). Most
of the plants are vegetable starts grown and donated by
the Upstart Nursery, while others are donated from private
gardeners, other greenhouses, and a local organic farm.
The “Secret Garden of the Commons,” a joint project
with the Cascadia Forest Defenders, was located on First
Avenue, between Lincoln and Lawrence Sts., and was an
effort at reclaiming public (city-owned) space from invasive
blackberries and restoring it with native and edible plants as

a commons.
Projects like these demonstrate how the goals of the
Avant-Gardeners coincide with the goals of other groups,
interested in community-building, creating alliances, and
sharing resources. For example, health and access to nutritious foods are common goals of the Avant-Gardeners and
Occupy Medical. As Sue Sierralupe, Clinic Manager of
OM, says, “Our people are healthier when they go outside,
dig deep in the earth and nurture plants that will bear fresh
organic food. We see so much malnutrition at OM. We,
as citizens, need viable solutions. Avant-Gardeners lead
the way.” Digging deep in the earth, learning new skills,
meeting new people, and group collaboration are frequently
mentioned by A-G volunteers as being the most rewarding
aspects of their work.
Future projects include the creation of a fruit and
harvest sharing network. One of the primary goals of this
network is the distribution of organic, nutritious food to
anyone who wants it. The groups also plans to host workshops on food dehydration, canning, and other forms of
food preservation. The Avant-Gardeners need volunteers
to assist in the creation and organization of these projects.
Their meetings, work-parties, and other events are open to
the public. Look for their events at https://sites.google.com/
site/eugeneavantgardeners2. You can also contact them at
EugeneAvantGardeners@gmail.com or plug-in by joining
the Facebook group Eugene Avant-Gardeners.

Burrito Brigade: Bringing Food and Friendship

By Lily Catherine Frey
Let’s all welcome the Burrito Brigade, the new kid on the block making and delivering
food to homeless people wherever they are every Sunday.
The Burrito Brigade started out early in March 2014 as “Burrito Sundays.” The three
founding members — Heather Beck, CJ Myers, and Sean Reber — made just under 45
burritos to distribute to hungry people in the community. A little over four months later,
the organization, now known as the Burrito Brigade, has distributed over 3000 burritos to
hungry people in the Eugene-Springfield area and has over 160 supporters, with new people
joining every week.
Support comes in the form of weekly food donations, monetary donations, and volunteer time on Sundays. Since Burrito Brigade is a donation-based organization, weekly
donations are vital for the group. Burrito Brigades wish list includes vegan ingredients for
burritos, water bottles, dog food for canine companions, and items such as foil or ziplock
bags. Since the beginning, the burritos have been vegan in order to be able to feed as many
people as possible whatever their dietary needs and preferences.” I like that we do vegan
burritos because it includes everyone, except those with specific food allergies,” says Myers.
Supporters can also make financial contributions to the group through PayPal to help
pay for items not donated. In addition, the group relies on volunteers every Sunday to help
with kitchen prep work, rolling burritos, and distribution. Generally about 15 volunteers
show up to help during an afternoon, depending on members’ obligations and community
events. At noon on Sundays, the group meets to cook rice and beans, chop vegetables, and
roll burritos. By about 2:30, volunteers leave with bags and distribute burritos to unhoused
and hungry people at several locations, including Occupy Medical on 8th and Oak, Community Alliance of Lane County (CALC), Eugene Safe Spot, White Bird Clinic on 12th
Street, The Veterans Safe Spot, Kesey Square, Washington Jefferson Park, the forever-moving Whoville, and many places in between.
One of the group's aims, besides feeding people and helping Eugene's homeless population, is to break down social barriers between those who are living on the streets and those
giving out burritos. The impact that the act of feeding the homeless has on volunteers

has been life changing for
some. Meeting people who
are unhoused and seeing how
grateful they are humanizes
the often marginalized population. “These burritos not only
feed them, but give them hope
and show them people care,”
Beck says.
The growth in the past few
months can mainly be attributed to social media. In addition
to posting on its own Facebook
page, Burrito Brigade creates
weekly events that are shared
Photo by Tianna Bushman
within many Eugene-centered
The Burrito Brigade makes and delivers approximately 300
groups, such as Eugene Food- Burritos every Sunday afternoon.
ies and Homeless in Eugene,
and has recently started a Twitter account to keep community members and organizations
informed.
While the group is currently working out of a residential kitchen, they are seeking a
commissary kitchen for food prep on Sunday to meet the needs of the community, as well
as accommodating the growing number of volunteers. As Burrito Brigade grows into a larger operation, they hope to partner with other local food organizations to more easily reach
more people in the area who need food. Additionally, the group plans to team up with other
nonprofit organizations for fundraising.
You can reach the Burrito Brigade at burritosundays@gmail.com, through the Burrito
Brigade Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/groups/BurritoSundays/, or @BurritoBrigade on Twitter.

On Anarchy

Reagan Clark
In the author’s view of anarchy, small
communities rule themselves by consensus
and governance is limited in what it is allowed to do. Thus people have the freedom
to behave as they see fit, as long as they
follow the only real rule; treat others as you
would wish to be treated, and expect to be
treated the same.
by

Let me begin by saying that I am an anarchist. While I would love anarchistic principles to be part of the Occupy movement, I
realize that in our current situation, anarchy
is far from ideal. Until human beings are
capable of separating themselves from their
egos and base desires, and to become more
aware of the implications of their actions,
anarchy is not the best model. After living
in an Occupy camp for 42 days, I see that
anarchy, at this juncture, is impractical, but
I still see it as something to work towards.
Early in Occupy Dallas' encampment,
chaos reigned. We all felt we knew exactly
what we should do, although our opinions
were largely formed in a vacuum without
consulting others. As I observed events
unfold, I noticed the following: People
were making decisions that affected others
based on emotion. People were unable to
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follow the golden rule, the cornerstone of
humane anarchy. And people were unable
to empathize with each other enough to
actually understand where the other person
was coming from. In addition, very few of
the decisions were made by consensus, a
concept I will discuss in more depth.
I attribute these failings to several
things. First, we currently live in a society
that emphasizes individual desires with
little to no regard for the needs of others.
Additionally, our society is largely based
on the ideal of instant gratification, which
has the effect of pushing people to do rash
things without considering the implications
of their decisions.
Right now, we are not prepared for true,
moral anarchy. We are not mature enough.
Just as a rational person would not give a
shotgun to a child too young to have the
judgment to use it properly, people will not
trust leaders who have not exhibited their
capability to think not just of themselves
but of others. In order for anarchy to work,
people must exercise better judgment than
they ever have before. In order to say that
we need no masters, we must first be able to
honestly say that we have mastered ourselves.

The Occupy Movement gave us a rare
opportunity to come together with people of
different social background, ages, and life
experiences united by a common purpose,
to enact positive change in the way we are
governed. We can use this solidarity to explore each other’s perspectives, empathize,
and understand where others are coming
from. We can then begin to realize that it is
not getting what each of us wants, but learning to compromise and achieve consensus,
so that we all can get what we need that’s
important. Only when we can move beyond
our own individual desires towards what is
best for everyone can we be entrusted with
anarchy.
Right now, our social system is in great
peril: Greed, selfishness, desire to dominate,
and negligence are not just the traits of the
1%, they reside in us as well, and if we are
to change the world, we need to begin by
changing ourselves.
I value actions far more than words. We
all see the problems we face, but seeing the
problem and doing something about it are
two different things. First, we must change
ourselves, so that we are not just voices
of dissent, but actors capable of providing solutions. We should create a forum in
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which we can freely exchange ideas, and do
peer-to-peer education. This, in essence, is
what an Occupy encampment is about.
As we educate ourselves on the plight
of others, empathy is born. We use the
information we have gathered and filtered
through our empathy to answer questions
like “How will my actions affect others?”
“Are my actions helping or hurting others?”
“Will my actions create or reduce suffering,
especially for those who have no voice, our
society's children and other creatures that
call the Earth their home?" And, perhaps
most importantly, “If this is the last decision
I ever make, will I have a clear conscience
about what I have done?”
Only after answering these questions,
should we take our perspective to others to
share and integrate with their ideas. With
this process, we eliminate the fallibility
of individuals and filter ideas through our
collective wisdom to create something new,
humane, and a true reflection of the change
we, the 99%, want to see in the world.
Then, and only then, should we be entrusted
with the most fragile and beautiful of human institutions, anarchy.

Let’s Put a Portland Loo in Downtown Eugene
By Vickie Nelson
In the late 1960s, Eugene created a mall in the center of town with attractive new restrooms right in the middle. This setup was handy for shoppers, mothers with kids (the mall
had play areas), older people out to get exercise, and yes, homeless people too. Although at
the time, no one was talking much about homeless people.
Seventeen years later, when Eugene undertook a re-design of its mall, restrooms had
become a big issue. One downtown businessman called the mall restroom “an attractive
nuisance” and said it was used by “young people who hang out downtown,” “old people
who hang out downtown,” “the bums, young and old,” and “those people who require
lookouts.”
So the re-design went forward without public toilets and four short years later, the mall
wasn’t doing well and complaints were flowing in about the lack of public restrooms. Russ
Brink, then-director of Downtown Eugene Inc, said the lack of restrooms downtown “was
among the most mentioned items” at public discussions of the Eugene’s future.” DEI set
out to rent some toilets.
Today, we have no mall, no visible or well-signed public toilets, and the mayor recently
announced that the city has a “Short term Plan for Restrooms” that calls for installing “five
standard ADA portable restrooms throughout downtown and near parking garages” while
closing “existing parking garage restrooms once portable ones are in place.” Why all the
flip-flopping about bathrooms?
Bathrooms are necessary to people who were brought up to use them. While there are
places in the world where people practice what is called open defecation, relieving themselves directly into rivers and on the ground, here, as in all developed countries, we are
brought up to seek private spaces to pee and poop. When we are not in our homes, we want
bathrooms easily available, which is why we have bathrooms in movie theaters, concert
halls, museums, libraries, restaurants, malls, bowling alleys, parks, and other places we
congregate.
In the past quarter century or so, though, public bathrooms in many cities have become
problematic —dirty, adorned with graffiti, and strewn with toilet paper and used diapers.
Also, after the Reagan years, the streets became home to many people with addiction and
mental health issues, who had no home, and who at times used public bathrooms to bathe,
do laundry, or perform other activities that humans prefer to do in private, such as take
drugs or have sex. This is where Eugene was in the late 1980s, when the solution to the
planners seemed obvious: remove the toilets.
But removing the toilets, as Eugene discovered, is a bad idea, because people don’t
want to shop or walk around where there are no public toilets. In addition, people with any
of a variety of conditions, such as Crohn's disease, bladder infections, colitis, or incontinence cannot spend time in an area with no restrooms, and that group includes a lot of
shoppers.

The lack of public toilets also inevitably results in poop and pee turning up in places
such as alleys, yards, and even the doorways of stores, a problem we have heard and read
about a lot in the past year.
So with shoppers, browsers, walkers, and the homeless all needing public bathrooms,
and public facilities becoming scarcer and less than welcoming, what are city leaders to do?
Enter the Portland Loo. Solar-powered and made of prison-grade steel, the Portland
Loos addresses almost all objections to public bathrooms. They are graffiti-proof, with simplified plumbing that is almost impossible to damage. The water faucet is on the outside, so
people are unlikely to attempt to do laundry or take a bath, and louvered slats at foot and
head level make it possible for police to notice quickly if more than one person is in the
loo.
The loos
are popular
in Portland,
and one has
already been
installed in
Vancouver,
British Columbia. Cities including
San Diego,
Houston,
and Seattle have
expressed
interest.
The Loos
Photo by Larry Leverone
cost around
The Portland Loo meets almost all objections to public restrooms.
$100,000
installed
and about $1200 a month to maintain. They aren’t cheap, but they might just be a bargain,
considering the public health hazards of open defecation, which can transmit at least fifty
infections, including cholera, salmonella, giardia, dysentery, and a variety of worms.
Let’s consider a Portland Loo. We could put it in the Park Blocks and pay for it with
funds from the 2006 parks bond issue which are available to buy land for future parks and
to improve park facilities.

Our City Image Protectors, the Homeless and American
Identity

By Jack Dresser
As an Army officer in the 1960s, I swore an oath to
“support and defend the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic.” I have never
forsworn this oath, often opposing what seem to me obvious
“domestic
enemies”
who
occupy
our
elected
and
appointed
offices,
Photo by Alley Valkyrie corporate
Lieutenants Eric Klinko and Doug Mozan enjoy a
pleasant chat as Whoville is torn apart.
board
rooms,
and power-manipulating lobbies. But there is more to it. My
daughter Lara, a law librarian, explains that the Constitution itself is badly flawed. Property rights dominate human
rights. This is understandable since its authors were among
the slave-owning 1%. Voting rights were originally limited
to white, male property owners. The Bill of Rights was

written to protect the wealthy few from the “tyranny of the
majority.”
This intention to protect the interests of the few has
been apparent in the serial evictions by the City of Eugene
expelling and scattering homeless Whos from vacant patches of dirt, on the grounds that these patches are “public
property” but only for selected uses by selected members of
the public at selected hours of the day.
As a political psychologist, I find the relationship between Whoville and the Eugene city government a signature social pathology of the “developed” world that defines
“success” as an individual goal, defined by position in the
social hierarchy. As a consequence, human worth is being
defined by neighborhood address and number of late model
cars, ranking the homeless well below any minimally successful criminal.
And the natural world ranks even lower than the homeless. Thomas Linzey, keynote speaker at last year’s Public
Interest Environmental Law Conference, explained
a corollary Constitutional flaw. Property rights also
exclude any arguable rights of the myriad other life
forms with which we cohabit the natural world and
upon which all depend. Historically and worldwide,
the worldview of “civilization” differs by 180 ° from
that of indigenous peoples, who almost universally
treat land as communally shared and perceive a responsibility to respect and protect rather than possess
and exploit it. In order to survive as a species, we

Photo by Alley Valkyrie
On April 4, Eugene Police showed up at Whoville in force to push a handful of homeless
people off a vacant patch of dirt owned by the public.
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too must adopt this worldview. Perhaps we must learn from
those we have dehumanized, conquered and robbed.
First, let’s overcome our phobia of “socialism.” Let’s
embrace the concept of the “commons” as shared space
for all. The UN’s International Bill of Rights recognizes
“the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for
himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing
and housing.” A right is an entitlement of citizenship, a
responsibility of each society and its elected government,
independent of public sentiment or public opinion. The
housed majority, however numerous, cannot rightfully deny
the needs of the unhoused minority, however few. Next,
let’s add collective responsibility for the earth and the other
life forms with which we share it.
It’s time to reboot and install a new operating system
founded upon humility.

Photo by Alley Valkyrie
A Whoville resident watches as the camp falls. "This sucks. This is
all I have," she told the photographer.
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Sue Sierralupe: Occupy Medical Clinic Manager with a Heart
By Catherine Siskron
Sue and Getch Sierralupe joined Occupy because it seemed a perfect husband and wife
engagement. The movement was new and exciting. At the General Assemblies in Eugene,
as many as 400 people were coming together to learn how to communicate and to envision
the world they wanted to live in.
At the start of Occupy Eugene, a first aid tent was set up at the Park Blocks and Sue
came to help out. After the police disbanded the Washington-Jefferson protest camp, Occupy Medical moved to the Old Federal building with a pop-up tent. She describes the
early days of Occupy Medical as “holding the clinic together with bubblegum, scotch tape
and toothpicks.”
Over time, the Occupy Medical staff decided that Occupy Medical should separate
from the OE GA to make medical decisions because of HIPAA regulations. All the same,
because the staff sees social injustice up close on a daily basis in their work, they still share
values with Occupy.
Sue is passionate about single payer as the answer to the current problems with health
care in this country: “The medical field has no place for capitalism. You should not have
just the health care you can buy.”
In contrast, modeling the single payer
approach, Occupy
Medical treats everyone regardless of economic status. Volunteers, who see the grim
consequences of faceless administrations
making life and death
medical decisions for
patients, repeatedly
say, that they volunteer at OM because it
allows them to provide
patients with the care
that inspired them to
study medicine. “This
is why I went into
medicine,” is a common refrain at OM.
Originally the
position of clinic
Photo by David Geitgey Sierralupe manager was a shared
position. At the time,
Sue and Michael Adams pose with the Best Neighborhood Program
Finalist plaque that Occupy Medical received at the Conference on
Sue was transitioning
Neighborhoods Concerns in May.
from working for a

company to being a writer and a consultant on herbs, so the job of manager just landed on
her “by default,” she says.
As clinic manager, Sue spends 40 hours a week getting donations, attending meetings,
recruiting, training, scheduling, and providing support for team leaders.
Each team makes decisions for its own group unless the decision affects the entire organization. In that case, decisions are made by Occupy Medical as a whole.
Occupy Medical has won numerous awards, grants, and national recognition and works
closely with the County Department of Health. Sue downplays her role as a catalyst, when
she says that in a way, she mostly fetches and carries, that whatever the team leaders tell
her to do, is what she does. She stresses that if it were not for the team of volunteers, there
would not be an Occupy Medical.
Sue maintains an excellent working relationship with the city. In return, the city supports Occupy Medical by waiving the fee for being in the Park blocks every Sunday and by
providing such necessities as handwashing station and a port-a-potty. Next, Sue would like
to see the installment of permanent toilets like the Portland loos.
The return to the Park Blocks serves the clinic well. The Park Blocks is a gathering
place on Sundays because of its central location and because Food not Bombs feeds people
there already. Occupy Medical staff sees a lot of malnutrition among its patients and also
accepts and distributes food donations.
The clinic clientele keeps growing. So OM applied to the Oregon Community Foundation to purchase a bus.“Getting the bloodmobile bus changed everything,” Sue says,
“Suddenly we have a giant mobile clinic. It required a large crew. It also served as a mobile
billboard for Occupy Medical. Previously people driving by the clinic would shout ‘Get a
job, hippy.’ With the bus in place, they wave now with all their fingers not just one. Maybe
people finally saw us grow up and started to take us seriously.”
Sue pauses, then adds, “People’s attitudes softened. Everyone knows someone who had
unmet medical needs or experienced them themselves.”
The visibility afforded by the bus helped bring in all manner of donations: Band-Aids,
socks, toothpaste, grants from churches and community members, medical supplies. The
most valuable donations are volunteer hours from doctors, nurses, mental health providers, social workers and support staff. The volunteers serve because their hearts have been
broken by not being able to help people within the system.
When asked about plans for expansion. Sue hesitated, then a smile lit up her face. “Dr.
David says that this is how hospitals start. We may become a brick and mortar clinic. The
community is interested in integrated medicine. On the other hand, we can continue as a
street clinic. We're still trying to figure things out.”
So far the Affordable Care Act led to an increase in patient load from about 30 patients
per week, to a load that varies from 40 to 60. A huge number of people come who have
insurance but can't find a provider.
“We are seeing fewer patients from among the poor and unhoused,” Sue explains.
“They now go to White Bird because they have OHP. Our patient load has shifted to working people. Occupy Medical has been serving people for two years. We are here and we are
available.”

Nightingale Health Sanctuary Poised to Fly
By Vickie Nelson and Mary Broadhurst
On April 4, the day the City of Eugene closed down
Whoville, a supporter of unhoused people made a decision
to step forward and help. She told a friend she planned to
donate $400,000 to buy land on which to create a safe place
for people without housing to live.
Her donation caused a stir. For months advocates had
been working to create a city-approved double rest stop that
would provide a safe and supportive community for approximately 30 unhoused people, some with physical and/
or mental health issues. The city had offered two properties,
one with physical drawbacks for such a rest stop and one
that fell victim to NIMBY — Not in My Backyard — attitudes. But with this donation, advocates could search for a
lot that would meet the needs of the people who would live
there.
Advocates created an organization called the Nightingale Health Sanctuary (NHS) and formed a seven-person
steering committee. The NHS has recently leased a large
lot in the Whiteaker neighborhood on which to operate the
health sanctuary The site is over an acre in size and has
many desirable qualities, such as easy access to the White
Bird Clinic, the Dining Room, the Eugene Library and

The drawing shows what the health sanctuary could initially look.
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other downtown services. Bus service is also nearby, and
the site can easily be made accessible to people with wheelchairs and walkers.
The residents of the sanctuary will initially live in tents
on tent platforms. Plans call for using several community
tents/tarps in addition to the private tents. These community shelters will include a cooking area and a community
gathering area.
The longer-term vision includes micro-housing, a
health clinic offering services similar to what Occupy
Medical provides, a resource/info center, and a shelter for
overnight guests similar to Egan Warming Centers. The
overnight guest program will help the neighborhood by providing temporary shelter for people now sleeping in alleys
and on porches.
NHS will be open 24/7 and residents will be free to remain on site during the day. This provision is critical for the
residents who will live here because their health and needs
will be best served by providing them with a safe place to
be during the day, a place where they can build community
and benefit from the support of other residents. Additionally, this eases the burden on the downtown area and greatly

Drawing

by

improves the security of the site.
All residents and visitors will sign and abide by a set
of Community Agreements that will create and protect a
safe environment both in the sanctuary and in the neighborhood. A process will be in place requiring those failing to
live within the agreements to leave if they do not, or cannot,
abide by the Community Agreements.
The Nightingale Health Sanctuary will be self-managed
with steering committee oversight. The steering committee
will be responsible for the ongoing availability of port-apotties, hand-washing stations and garbage and recycle
service. It will provide neighbors with a phone number and
email for neighbors to contact with any concerns or suggestions.
The next step is to begin the process for getting approval of the site plan from the city.
How can you help? We welcome ideas, donations, and
volunteers to help with such tasks as creating a website,
fundraising, and construction. If you want to help us get
NHS up and running please call 541-485-1755.

Andrew Heben

Please continue to recycle this newsletter by passing it along to a friend.
www.occupyeugenemedia.org

